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Abstrat. We desribe the two projets by whih we are assembling a
database of near-IR luminosities and diret oxygen abundanes for both high-
and low-mass star-forming galaxies in the nearby Universe. This will eventually
allow us to onstrut the rst reliable and homogeneous luminosity-metalliity
relation, to be ompared to theoretial models of galati evolution, and to the
relations for galaxies at higher redshifts.
1. Introdution
The mass-metalliity (M-Z) relation is a powerful diagnosti of galaxy evolution,
as rst shown by Larson (1974). In this pioneering paper, the relation for el-
liptial galaxies was reprodued via galati winds powered by SNe explosions
and feedbak, and ooling was provided by SN remnants. Reently, the rst
attempts to predit the M-Z relation in the framework of hierarhial models
of struture formation have been seen as well (e.g., Tissera et al. 2005; T05).
The time-dependene of the relation has also been explored by T05, and their
simulations show that a well-dened relation should be present as early as z = 3.
This redshift orresponds to ∼ 1.5 Gyr after the big bang, when only ∼ 10%
of the stellar mass in the Universe had been formed, aording to Dikinson et
al. (2003). This would mean that the M-Z relation is established very early in
the life of galaxies. An important test of the theory is then to hek that the
predited M-Z relation is onsistent with observations both in the loal and in
the high-redshift Universe. Sine luminosities are easier to measure than masses
for large samples of galaxies, the luminosity-metalliity (L-Z) relation is often
utilized instead of the one between mass and metalliity. Indeed in this ontri-
bution we disuss our projet to obtain the best possible L-Z relation for the
loal Universe.
1.1. Whih abundanes to use?
When dening an empirial L-Z relation, one an measure either the abundane
of the gas or that of the stars ontained in eah galaxy. However, when testing the
present relation, gas abundanes provide less ambigous results. This is beause
interstellar medium (ISM) abundanes an be most easily obtained from the
emission-line spetra of the gas ionized by massive young-hot stars, and these
metalliities are those of the most reent stellar generation. Therefore they an
be ompared to the urrent galaxian luminosity. Moreover, in nearby galaxies
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(both giant and dwarf) individual H ii regions an be measured, and one an
study the radial dependene of abundanes. Finally, only moderate spetrosopi
resolution is needed to measure emission-line ratios, so ISM abundanes an be
obtained out to relatively high redshifts, thanks also to the large uxes involved
(see Fig. 1).
On the ontrary, a non-ambiguous stellar L-Z an be obtained only if we
an estimate the age of the stars that we are measuring. This an be done only
for nearby resolved galaxies, where stellar ages an be determined (with variable
degrees of auray) by omparing their position in the olor-magnitude diagram
with the preditions of theoretial isohrones (e.g., Pont et al. 2004). Moreover,
the need for high resolution spetrosopy limits this method to the dwarf satel-
lites of the Milky Way. Low-resolution spetrosopy alibrated to high-resolution
abundanes, or the use of stellar olors, help extending this method to galaxies
of the Loal Group, but the metalliities obtained in this way have large uner-
tainties. In all other ases only integrated spetrosopy or photometry an be
used, and sine the SEDs of distant galaxies are the onvolution of those of their
various stellar generations, the spetrosopi parameters that we measure will
yield an age-weighted metalliity. A meaningful omparison with a theoretial
L-Z relation thus annot be done, beause the SFH is not known.
1.2. Whih luminosities to use?
As it was mentioned above, luminosities are used as proxies for the masses, and to
estimate the urrent mass of a galaxy we must have an idea of itsM/L ratio. For
simple stellar populations the M/L ratio inreases almost linearly with age (e.g.,
Bruzual & Charlot 2003; BC03), and for a omplex stellar population the ratio
will have a value somewhere between the minimum and maximum. It is then
important to measure luminosities within a photometri band that minimizes
the variations of M/L with age. In this respet near-IR (NIR) luminosities
have a lear advantage over optial luminosities, sine, for example, M/LV is
four times more sensitive to the age of the population than M/LK (BC03). A
NIR luminosity will then smooth out the galaxy-to-galaxy dierenes in SFH
better than an optial luminosity. Moreover, the eets of internal absorption in
measuring the luminosity are greatly redued as well (Salzer et al. 2005).
2. Toward a universal L-Z relation
It should now be lear that the less ambiguous L-Z relation in the loal Uni-
verse should be based on homogeneous ISM abundanes and NIR luminosities.
However until reently it was not possible to assemble suh a relation based on
literature data. On the one side reliable abundanes for the high-mass galaxies
were laking, and on the other side NIR luminosities for the low-mass galaxies
were hard to nd. Our projet was then started to try and remedy this situation.
With respet to the abundanes, one must remark that oxygen is the most
abundant metal, and that its emission lines are the most prominent metal lines
in the optial spetrum of an H ii region (see Fig. 1). Oxygen is then the
element that is usually disussed. Abundane determination methods an be
quite sensitive to the eletron temperature, so a reliable measurement requires
determination of Te. Traditionally this is omputed using the ratio of oxygen
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Figure 1. The ux-alibrated and merged spetrum of KISS #242. The
main emission lines are identied.
lines [O iii℄λ4363/[O iii℄λλ4959, 5007, however when the oxygen line uxes start
to drop at high metalliities (e.g., MGaugh 1991), the weak [O iii℄λ4363 line
beomes more and more diult to measure. It is then ommonplae to swith
from this so-alled `diret' method to the `empirial' method, whih onsists of
measuring only the strong lines [O ii℄λ3727 and [O iii℄λλ4949, 5007, and nding
the oxygen abundane via a alibration obtained with H ii regions of known
metalliity and photoionization models (e.g., Edmunds & Pagel 1984). Aside
from the lower auray, the problem with these abundanes is that dierent
alibrations exist for the empirial method (e.g., Salzer et al. 2005), yielding
very dierent nal values. Sine all L-Z relations for giant galaxies use empirial
oxygen abundanes, we started a projet to nd diret abundanes for a sample
of star-forming galaxies from the KISS survey, exploiting temperature-sensitive
line ratios for elements other than oxygen. The KISS projet (e.g., Salzer et al.
2000) has olleted NIR luminosities for all the galaxies in the atalog that were
deteted in the 2MASS survey, so one robust abundanes beome available, we
will be able to make the rst reliable omparisons with theoretial L-Z relations.
The seond ritial point mentioned above is the lak of NIR luminosities
for low-mass galaxies. This problem is being takled in a parallel eort, where
we have been olleting homogeneous, diret oxygen abundanes and NIR lumi-
nosities for a sample of nearby dwarf star-forming galaxies. Dwarf galaxies have
low surfae brightnesses, so NIR observations from the ground require long ob-
servational programs. For this reason, until reently atalogs laked information
on dwarf galaxy infrared luminosities. Moreover, while for distant galaxies the
redshift an be used to estimate their distanes, peuliar veloities in the nearby
Universe have a non-negligible eet, and they an greatly aet the auray
of luminosity measurements. Therefore we onentrated our eorts on dwarf ir-
regular (dIrr) galaxies in nearby groups, where distanes are the same, and the
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Figure 2. The small rosses in the top panel show the loation of KISS
galaxies in the L-Z plane, when empirial abundanes are used. The dashed
line is the t obtained by Salzer et al. (2005). Filled irles and labels identify
galaxies disussed in the text. The lled triangles and solid line represent the
L-Z relation obtained with dIrr galaxies in nearby groups. In the lower panel
the lled irles represent the same KISS galaxies of the top panel, when diret
abundanes are used.
existene of an L-Z relation an be heked even using apparent magnitudes.
Reports of this work in progress have been given elsewhere (e.g., Saviane et al.
2005), and the rst paper of the series has been submitted. In the next setion
we then limit our disussion to the projet dealing with diret abundanes of
KISS galaxies.
2.1. Diret abundanes of star-forming galaxies
Aside from the oxygen line ratio quoted above, the eletron temperature an be
omputed via additional line ratios that an be formed with optial emission lines,
e.g., the [S iii℄ ratio λ6312/λλ(9069, 9532) and the [N ii℄ ratio λ5755/λλ(6584, 6583).
These other ion lines are measurable in metal-rih galaxies with 10m-lass tele-
sopes (e.g., Bresolin 2006), and in partiular [N ii℄ lines stay in the optial do-
main up to redshifts z ≃ 0.5. Our projet is then to measure reliable abundanes
even in the more massive galaxies, using these line ratios. To do this, a relatively
high resolution (∼ 1Å/px) is needed to detet the faint lines and deblend e.g.,
the [N ii℄ lines from Hα. At the same time a omplete overage of the optial
domain (from 0.37 µm to 1 µm) must be ensured. These requirements, together
with the northern loation of the KISS galaxies, made us hoose LRIS at the
W. M. Kek telesope to aquire our spetra. The initial target list was seleted
by imposing a range in the empirial abundanes 8.2 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.9
and a range of luminosities −20.8 < MH < −25. The spetral overage was en-
sured by taking blue spetra with grism 600/4000, and red spetra with gratings
400/8500 and 900/5500. The spetra were redued with standard proedures
within the the eso/midas environment. An example of an extrated, merged,
and ux-alibrated spetrum is given in Fig. 1. Line uxes were measured by
simple integration within the prole, and they were orreted for internal red-
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dening by omparing the Hα/Hβ ratio to the theoretial value from Hummer &
Storey (1987). Chemial abundanes were omputed using the stsdas.nebular
pakage in iraf (Shaw & Dufour 1995). Empirial abundaes were estimated as
well, using the Kenniutt et al. (2003) alibration.
Of the fteen galaxies that we observed, we disuss here the two galaxies
with available H magnitudes and where [O iii℄λ4363 ould be measured, together
with the other lines entering the temperature-sensitive ratios disussed above.
In Fig. 2 the entral abundanes vs. H absolute magnitudes are plotted for
these galaxies and for the nearby dwarfs. When we ompare the abundanes for
the two KISS galaxies measured with the diret method with their orrespond-
ing empirial estimates based on their strong lines, we nd that the latter values
over-estimate the atual abundanes in both ases. Considering only diret abun-
danes (lower panel), the L-Z relation seems to atten, but more galaxies need
to be inluded to onrm this trend, espeially in the high luminosity range.
Indeed seleting galaxies with a measurable [O iii℄λ4363 tends to selet objets
at the lowest O/H range. A similar onlusion is reahed if we ompare our L-Z
relation to that of the SDSS survey (Tremonti et al. 2004). Most galaxies in that
relation have super-solar metalliities, whih are possibly overestimated due to
the empirial method that was used, as suggested by Bresolin (2006).
3. Disussion
Until reently, L-Z relations for nearby star-forming galaxies were based on op-
tial luminosities and empirial oxygen abundanes, whih, for the reasons dis-
ussed above, are not suitable to dene a reliable trend of metalliity with lumi-
nosity. Fortunately in the last few years better data sets have started appearing
in the literature. In partiular Salzer et al. (2005) have published relations
for massive star-forming galaxies based on NIR imaging (2MASS) and empirial
abundanes omputed with dierent alibrations; and Vaduvesu et al. (2005;
2006) have obtained NIR luminosities for dwarf star-forming galaxies in the lo-
al volume and in the Virgo luster. Moreover Lee et al. (2006) have published
a NIR L-Z relation for a number of nearby dIrr galaxies having diret oxygen
abundanes. Sine their luminosities are in the Spitzer 4.5 µm band, their L-Z
relation annot be ompared to Salzer et al. diretly. Instead they onvert it into
a mass-luminosity relation and try and extend the SDSS relation to low-mass
galaxies. Given our previous disussion, it would seem like this exerise has a
somewhat limited value, sine it is mixing diret and empirial abundanes in
the same relation. We believe that it is more appropriate to try and get diret
oxygen abundanes in a signiant sample of star-forming galaxies. This is in-
deed the aim of the projet presented in this ontribution, whih omplements
our parallel eort to obtain diret abundanes and NIR luminosities of dwarf
star-forming galaxies. A reliable loal alibration of the L-Z relation will be
fundamental to properly interpret the higher redshift relations that are being
published (Kobulniky & Kewley 2004, Tremonti et al. 2004, Maier et al. 2005,
Savaglio et al. 2005, Erb et al. 2006). In partiular we have no good handle on
the amount of hemial evolution that is being implied by the high-z studies,
sine their point of overlap with the low-z samples is only at high metalliities,
where the alibration is so unertain. Another key motivation for our study is
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then to provide a diret alibration of the strong line method at higher abun-
danes. This is vital to plae all data sets, both at high and low redshift, on a
uniform and reliable metalliity sale.
Though at this stage it is premature to draw denite onlusions, our data
are showing that abundanes for high-mass galaxies have probably been overes-
timated in the past. To hek this result, diret abundanes for all the galaxies
in our sample will be omputed using the [S iii℄ and the [N ii℄ line ratios. NIR
imaging will also be aquired for the targets not inluded in 2MASS.
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